
 

 

 

 

DOG TRAINING LESSONS, PACKAGES AND SERVICES 

Lessons 
In-Home Lessons: 

 6 Lesson Package 

$100/hour 

$550/package 

In-home lessons are customized according to the needs of the client and dog.  The focus can be on a variety of 
behaviors from Puppy Behaviors: housebreaking, play biting, chewing, etc. Basic Obedience: sit, down, stay, come 
leash walking, etc. to Advanced Obedience: advanced heel, place, drop down recalls, public outings, etc.  The in-home 
lessons are great for clients who want a one-on-one experience in training their dog. 

Reactivity/Aggression In-Home Lesson: $120/hour 
The reactivity/aggression in-home lesson is designed to work on specific reactivity or aggression behaviors you are having with 
your pet.  Examples of these behaviors include reactivity on a leash, food/toy aggression, or excessive barking. These lessons focus 
on the problem at hand to decrease/minimize the problem. 

AKC Canine Good Citizen Prep Lesson:  

 Canine Good Citizen Test 

$120/hour  

$50/Test 

This lesson is designed to recognize dogs that have good manners at home and in the community.  The lessons are designed to 
focus on preparation for the Canine Good Citizen Test.  These lessons are helpful to those who are interested in preparing their 
dogs to become therapy dogs.   

 

Board and Train Kamps 
Puppy Board and Train Kamp: $720/5 days (includes 1 in-home lesson) 
This introductory 5 day program is designed for puppies younger than 14 weeks of age that are not quite ready for obedience 
training. This program focuses on the puppy issues at hand: mouthing, play biting, crate training, whining/crying, toy play, 
socialization and the beginnings of housebreaking. 

Daily Board and Train Kamp: $120/day (all stays less than one week require a go home lesson at 

additional cost) 
While your dog is being boarded they will have the opportunity to work on behaviors during their stay.  A maximum of 3 behaviors 
can be focused on.  Examples of behaviors to be worked on can include: chewing, sit, down, leash walking, place and stay, etc.   

1-Week Board and Train Kamp: $840/week (includes 1 in-home lesson) 
In this one week program your dog will learn in a home atmosphere. It is designed to start training a new behavior or fix a behavior 
that has broken down.  Owners can pick up to three behaviors basic, advance obedience behaviors or tricks as agreed upon parties. 

2-Week Board and Train Kamp: $1,680/week (includes 2 in-home lessons, which must be completed 

within two weeks of completion of Kamp) 
In this two week program your dog will learn in a home atmosphere. It is designed to start a new behavior or fix a behavior that 
has broken down.  Owners can pick up to 6 behaviors basic or advanced behaviors or tricks as agreed upon parties. 

3-Week Board and Train Kamp: $2,500 (includes 3 in-home lessons which must be completed within 2 

weeks of completion of the Kamp) 
In this three week program, your dog will learn its manners in a home atmosphere.  Your dog will also learn its house manners: 
housebreaking (ring a bell to go outside), toy play (playing with appropriate objects), crate training and sit for attention (no 
jumping).  They will also learn their basic obedience behaviors which include: sit, down, stay, wait, leash walking and come.   

 

Additional Services 
Boarding: $45/night 
Boarding is available for dogs that are compliant with the training program, whether it is in-home lessons or completion of a board 
and train program.  It is also on a first-come, first-served basis.  Your pet must be crate trained, housebroken, have name 
recognition and be non-destructive.  REACTIVE/AGGRESSIVE DOGS WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO BOARD. 

Pick-up/Drop Off Services: $25/each way 
(October/2017) 


